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Features of Frequency Indices of the Heart Rate of Teachers
of Yugra Depending on the Expressiveness of Symptoms
of the Emotional Burnout “Resistance” Phase
The author has studied the interrelation of frequency characteristics of teachers’ heart
rate variability and the degree of expressiveness of symptoms of the “resistance” phase
of the emotional burnout syndrome. It was discovered that symptoms of the “resistance”
phase among the examined teachers are the most significant. The author has found out
that absolute values of frequency characteristics are 1,5–3 times higher than standard values, that is connected with adaptive mechanisms of an organism when living in the territory of Yugra. Absolute values of frequency indices of HF, LF, VLF and LF/HF at the stage of
“maturity” of each symptom of the “resistance” phase are higher than similar indices at the
stage of “immaturity”. It is especially expressed in LF/HF index, and these distinctions are reliably significant for each symptom (when р < 0,01 and р < 0,05 depending on a symptom).
Thus, the index of LF/HF can be considered as a marker for assessing the development of
symptoms of the “resistance” phase.
Keywords: emotional burnout, “resistance” phase, frequency characteristics of the
heart rate variability.
Introduction
The state of emotional, physical and intellectual exhaustion resulting from a
chronic stress at work essentially changes psychophysiological parameters of the person. The analysis of foreign literature and the literature devoted to studying teachers’
emotional burnout (EB) has shown that the most part of researches are directed on establishment of expressiveness of various symptoms of burnout, their dependence on
length of service, an educational institution type, the worker’s status (I. A. Kurapova,
E. O. Nenart, V. E. Orel, K. S. Milevich, etc.). They continue to study factors influencing
the development of EB and groups of risk, and also develop actions for prevention
and recovery of teachers (O. N. Gnezdilova, N. S. Pryazhnikov, E. V. Leshukova, etc.).
The problem of studying psychophysiological changes which are provided by neurovegetative regulation (NVR) at EB development remains a little studied. It is known
that the cardiovascular system works under control of genetic factors [2, 3]; however
regulation of the circulatory system is very sensitive to adverse factors and reflects the
general psychophysiological condition of an organism [6]. In this regard the research
purpose was establishment of interrelation of emotional burnout of teachers living in
conditions of Yugra with frequency indices of the heart rate variability. The hypothesis
of research consisted in that the VLF frequency index changes more than other frequency indices when forming symptoms of emotional burnout as it is connected with
psychoemotional tension.
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The Methodology
This research was conducted on the basis of comprehensive schools of the Surgut
region of the Tyumen region. Teachers took part in the study (217 women, middle
age 43,49 ± 1,07, length of teaching experience – 19,25 ± 1,09). The teachers underwent psychological testing by a technique – the test for “Emotional and professional
burnout” (V. V. Boyko) [1]; we have also measured indices of the heart rate variability
(HRV) by the pulsoxymeter “ELOKS-01S2”, with the subsequent analysis of VSR indices
by means of the ELOGRAPH program.
According to V. V. Boyko’s technique they divide emotional burnout into three
phases for convenience: the “tension” phase (experience of emotional tension in connection with dissatisfaction with work, self, etc.); the “resistance” phase (it is characterized by resistance and inadequate response to the organizational aspects in work,
contacts with colleagues, etc.); the “exhaustion” phase (avoiding of close emotional
and personal contacts, ill health, etc.). The most significant indices of the spectral
analysis: VLF, LF, HF and LF/HF were used for an assessment of the neurovegetative
regulation of an organism for indices of VSR of teachers-respondents.
According to many authors, the power of a super low-frequency component (VLF)
characterizes the activity of the sympathetic department of the vegetative nervous
system (VNS) and humoral-metabolic regulation [9]. There is also an opinion [5, 7] that
the VLF amplitude is closely connected with psychoemotional tension. The power of
the low-frequency component of the spectrum (LF) characterizes the state of the VNS
sympathetic department, in particular, the system of vascular tone regulation, namely
the vasomotor center of a medulla and its activity decreases with age. The power of
the high-frequency component of the spectrum (respiratory waves) (HF) characterizes
the activity of the parasympathetic department providing processes of accumulation
of energy, relaxation. According to the “International Standard” LF/HF ratio during
wakefulness in a quiet state has to be within 1,5–2,0. That is in the afternoon mobilization and power consumption processes prevail, and processes of relaxation and
energy restoration prevail at night, and the ratio of LF/HF becomes less than unity.
The Results
In the group of the surveyed teachers by average results in values of the “tension”
and “exhaustion” phase are not created, and the “resistance” phase is in a state of formation (fig. 1).
If to summarize the number of teachers who are at stages of formation and maturity of the phases of “tension” (31 % of teachers), “exhaustion” (34,5 % of teachers),
and especially the “resistance” phase (75 % of teachers), it is possible to note that
symptoms of the “resistance” phase are most expressed among teachers-respondents,
which characterize both the state of emotional sphere, and the professional aspects
of personality.
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Fig. 1. Teachers’ distribution diagram (percentage of the total number of examinees)
according to the degree of maturity of each phase of emotional burnout
(according to V. V. Boyko’s test)
In the group of the surveyed teachers we have made distribution of the total number of teachers depending on the degree of formation of each symptom of the “resistance” phase which includes the following symptoms: V – “Inadequate emotional reaction” (fixing on negative emotions and their demonstration); VI – “Emotional-moral
disorientation” (the reduced orientation to honest relations); VII – “Expansion of the
sphere of economy of emotions” (avoiding or reduction of contacts); VIII – “Reduction
of professional duties” (work “with difficulty” and decrease in the efficiency of work
(fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Teachers’ distribution diagram (%) according to the degree of formation
of each of 4 symptoms (V–VIII) of the emotional burnout “resistance” phase
It follows from figure 2 that symptom V “Inadequate emotional reaction” is matured among 44,7 % and is forming among 44,2 %. A great number of teachers have
matured symptom VIII “Reduction of professional duties” (among 36,41 %). There are
similar results for VI and VII symptoms.
The first thing to note in the analysis of VSR frequency indices in the groups of
surveyed teachers is that there is a considerable excess of standard values for all the
absolute values of frequency characteristics of VSR by 1,5–3 times. Other authors have
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already obtained similar results for inhabitants of the territory of Yugra [5]. Our own
comparative analysis of the obtained data on VSR frequency indices with results obtained in other territories of the Russian Federation (Omsk, Arkhangelsk, Samara) has
shown such considerable excesses of norms among inhabitants of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area. It give grounds for to assumption that specific climate-geographical
features of the territory cause tension of all the functional systems.
The statistical significance of distinctions of dispersion of values of parameters of
frequency characteristics of the heart rate variability in groups of teachers with immature, forming and matured symptoms of the resistance phase was estimated by results
of the discriminant analysis.
For the frequency indices characterizing symptom V “Inadequate emotional reaction” the value of Wilks’ lambda (λw) has made 0,93 (approximate F = 1,79 with
p < 0,08), for the frequency indices characterizing symptom VI Emotional and moral
disorientation”, the value of Wilks’ lambda (λw) has made 0,91 (approximate F = 2,59
with p < 0,012), for the frequency indices characterizing the VII symptom “Expansion
of the sphere of economy of emotions”, the value of Wilks’ lambda (λw) has made 0,93
(approximate F = 1,89 with p < 0,06), which enables us to speak about nonrandomness of distinctions in distribution of the frequency indices on these three symptoms.
For frequency indices characterizing symptom VIII “Reduction of professional
duties” the value of Wilks’ lambda (λw) has made 0,93 (approximate F = 1,55 with
p < 0,14) which we can interpret as a tendency to the nonrandomness of distinctions
in distribution.
Considering average values of frequency characteristics of the heart rate variability (-x±mx) in groups of teachers with different degrees of formation of 4 symptoms of
the “resistance” phase there is the following regularity (tab. 1).
All 4 indices (HF, LF, VLF, LF/HF) at the stage of the “maturity” phase exceed similar
indices at the stage of “immaturity”. At the stage of “maturity” LF and HF values are
the greatest and ever more remote from standard values. And statistically significant
distinctions of LF index are found in symptoms V and VIII between groups teachers
with immatured and matured symptom (with р < 0,05), and also significant distinctions of the index of HF for symptom VII between groups of teachers at the stage of
“immaturity” and “maturity” of the symptom (with р < 0,01). The stage of “formation”
is characterized in some cases by increasing the value (HF, LF, VLF and LF/HF), in other
cases by decreasing. It testifies to the effect that when the phase is immatured there is
a better general body state. Further at the stage of “maturity” there is a very unstable
state; there is a certain “system shaking” when searching a new “stable” state under
new conditions.
The VLF index behaves differently depending on a symptom. When symptom V –
“Inadequate emotional response” – is developed at the “formation” stage values of this
frequency characteristic considerably increase (from 2265,54 to 4067,71 ms²/Hz with
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p < 0,05), and when this symptom is forming there is a VLF value reduction, but it is not
statistically significant. Since a number of authors [7] consider that VLF reflects psychoemotional tension, we assume that such a difference of value can testify to the effect that at the stage of “formation” of this symptom there is an increase of emotional
tension and the nature of this tension can occur, in particular, from the intra personal
conflict in connection with rejection of own unexpected emotional reactions.
Table 1
Average values of frequency characteristics (ms 2/Hz) of the heart rate
variability (-x±mx) in groups of teachers with different degrees of formation of 4
symptoms of the “resistance” phase of the emotional burnout syndrome
Symptoms
and the
degree
VLF
LF
HF
of development
A (n=24) 2265,54 ± 380,17* 1921,83 ± 333,35# 1363,13 ± 223,43
V B (n=96) 4067,71 ± 578,28 2975,52 ± 349,76 1649,18 ± 243,33
C (n=97) 3478,31 ± 519,11 3287,14 ± 425,56 1935,51 ± 438,88
A (n=97) 3398,07 ± 452,79# 2639,40 ± 326,82 1445,54 ± 263,84
VI B (n=68) 3004,35 ± 568,28” 3047,65 ± 598,18 1792,31 ± 399,93
C (n=52) 4776,15 ± 679,93 3603,17 ± 509,44 2243,96 ± 400,30
A(n=100) 3495,99 ± 597,87 2815,65 ± 355,31 1333,24 ± 196,72##
VI
B (n=47) 3347,77 ± 480,36 2930,72 ± 449,87 1459,26 ± 272,01
I
C (n=70) 3933,21 ± 599,68 3304,54 ± 571,62 2526,73 ± 497,78
A(n=67) 3213,40 ± 464,94 2483,46 ± 336,41# 1527,09 ± 232,35
VI
B (n=71) 3640,30 ± 459,88 2952,34 ± 423,55 1831,89 ± 325,72
II
C (n=79) 3905,19 ± 539,82 3476,19 ± 519,34 1853,18 ± 328,30

LF/HF
2,00 ± 0,31#
2,69 ± 0,25
3,10 ± 0,43
2,68 ± 0,37*
3,33 ± 0,38””
2,31 ± 0,30
2,79 ± 0,35
3,45 ± 0,54””
2,37 ± 0,38
2,55 ± 0,35#
2,51 ± 0,38”
3,26 ± 0,41

Notes: V – “Inadequate emotional reaction”; VI – “Emotional and moral disorientation”;
VII – “Expansion of the sphere of economy of emotions”; VIII – “Reduction of professional duties”;
VLF (power of the super low-frequency component), LF (power of the low-frequency component of the range), HF (power of the high-frequency component of the range), LF/HF (index
of the vagosympathetic interaction); the degree of matureness of a symptom: A – immatured,
B – forming, C – matured, n – the number of persons. Significant distinctions by Fischer’s criterion:
* (#,») – р<0,05, ** (##,»») – р<0,01; conventional sign * – when comparing groups with the
immatured and forming symptom; conventional sign # – when comparing groups with the
immatured and matured symptom; «– when comparing groups with the forming and matured
symptom.

When forming symptom VI – “Emotional-moral disorientation” VLF values reliably significantly increase from the “immatured” stage to the “matured” stage (with
р < 0,05) and from the “formation” stage to the “formation” stage (with р < 0,05).
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The results of the index of vagosympathetic interaction (LF/HF) are of greatest interest, since for this index reliably significant distinctions are obtained for each symptom. Figure 3 shows average values of the vagosympathetic index.
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Notes: V – “inadequate emotional reaction”, VI – “emotional-moral disorientation”, VII – “expansion
of the sphere of economy of emotions”, VIII – “reduction of professional duties”; symptom stage:
A – immatured, B – forming, C – matured, n – the number of persons

Fig. 3. The diagram of average values of the index of vagosympathetic interaction
(LF/HF) in groups of teachers with different degrees of maturity of 4 symptoms
of the “resistance” phase
As is known from the dynamics of changing the ratio of LF/HF it is possible to control
how much time it will take for an organism to switch over to a “rest mode”. Some similarity of the dynamics of symptoms V and VIII, and also similarity of the dynamics of symptoms VI and VII is observed. It is possible to assume that formation of symptoms V and
VIII is accompanied by increasing domination of the VNS sympathetic department, and
when forming symptoms VII the index of vagosympathetic interaction (LF/HF) reflects
more unstable and intense state of an organism of teachers in the group with a forming
symptom which means more expressed physiological reactions at the formation stage.
Conclusion
Symptoms of the “resistance” phase are most expressed among teachers-respondents. It was established absolute values of frequency characteristics are 1,5–3 times
higher than standard values, that is connected with adaptive mechanisms of an organism when living in the territory of Yugra. Absolute values of frequency indices of
HF, LF, VLF and LF/HF at the stage of “maturity” of each symptom of the “resistance”
phase are higher than similar indices at the stage of “immaturity”. The frequency index of VLF changes when forming all symptoms of the “resistance” phase, however
authentically significant results were obtained only on (in) symptom V – “Inadequate
emotional reaction” and symptom VI – “Emotional-moral disorientation”. The index of
LF/HF can be considered as a marker for assessment of development of symptoms of
the “resistance” phase, since the obtained distinctions are reliably significant for each
symptom (with р < 0,01 and with р < 0,05 depending on a symptom).
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